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    In Philadelphia there has been an ongoing court trial of an abortion mill “doctor.” Eye witnesses, 
an increasing number from the left, report the findings of this trial to be the worst case of human 
gore and horror they have ever encountered. This baby killer kept souvenir jars of tiny human body 
parts scattered around. Dried blood and rusted instruments were the norm since no inspections of 
this house of horrors had happened in over eighteen years. But that’s not that unusual for an abor-
tion clinic, by the way. They are not ever required to maintain the minimal health standards that even 

animal clinics must have. This “doctor” is being charged with seven counts of first degree murder of 
infants. Yet, he is no different from every abortionist. One of the defenses offered by his supporters 

Away with your songs! I will not listen to your music any 

longer! But let justice roll down like a river, and righteousness 

like a never failing stream.   Amos 5:23-24 

     When the Allies invaded Germany and General Eisenhower liberated the 
death camps in 1945, he forced the local Germans who had lived their daily 
lives there to walk through and see what they had been ignoring. They had 
lived with the smell of burning corpses and the sound of screaming voices as 
they went daily to market, work, and school. They sometimes might have had 
to cover their faces with a hanky to endure the smells that wafted their way 
depending on the wind direction of the day. When the death trains rolled too 

near them on Sundays so that they were able to hear the sounds of human 
torment, they just managed to sing their hymns louder. What did they think? 
How did they cope? With what mental gymnastics did they rationalize it all? 
Did the hymn singing offer them much solace?  
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is that (get this!) after all, there is really not much difference between ripping a fetus apart in the 
womb or finishing the job outside the womb. This is a point Christians have made for forty years, 
yet now is offered as support for more killing instead of an obvious case against it! 
     Most of us don’t know much about this case, as the major media sources have completely ig-
nored the subject. They openly admitted when confronted by the few independent news outlets 
which are covering it, that they did not want to endanger legal abortion. Simply put, they did not 

want to report horrendous illegal murders lest doing so might awaken the public to horrendous le-
gal murders. Their job is not to report the news as it is, but to manage it for the left’s agenda. 
      What if the cries of screaming infants become too uncomfortable in our ears? What if the news 
of the horror in Philadelphia becomes too invasive and disturbing? What if the train gets too close 
to our tranquil way of life? And when the shifts in the wind of this age begin to blow evil into our 
very own backyards, and we cannot ignore the sounds and smells of death any longer, what then? 
Do we do just like our German predecessors, just hold our noses and sing louder? No! A thou-
sand times, no! We refuse to be overwhelmed by evil and succumb to living in denial. We battle We refuse to be overwhelmed by evil and succumb to living in denial. We battle We refuse to be overwhelmed by evil and succumb to living in denial. We battle We refuse to be overwhelmed by evil and succumb to living in denial. We battle 
passivity and indifference. We overcome evil with good!passivity and indifference. We overcome evil with good!passivity and indifference. We overcome evil with good!passivity and indifference. We overcome evil with good! Here are some suggestions... 

1. Write your congress representatives that federal tax money be cut off from funding 
Planned Parenthood. 

2. Find out if there is an abortion mill in your area and learn if the local government is en-
forcing health regulations there. 
3. Find out what local churches are doing to educate and aid unwed mothers and their ba-
bies. 
4. Volunteer at your local Crisis Pregnancy Center. 
5. See what kind of sewage is in your local schools and go after the school board like a ter-
rier after a rat. 
6. Educate your local area with printed flyers. Make them bullet points that are piercing 
enough so that busy people will still get the true picture. 
7. PRAY! PRAY! PRAY! PRAY! I do not list it last out of some silly religious obligation. It is our ultimate ONLY It is our ultimate ONLY It is our ultimate ONLY It is our ultimate ONLY 
HOPE.HOPE.HOPE.HOPE. Pray that God will have mercy when He sees His people loving what he loves and 
hating what He hates. 
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 Against the Night 
  

(Clay McLean) 
 

 
      
 
 
 
 

This hymn, written and composed several years ago, is now more true than ever before. It is 
one song that should rise from each one of our hearts as we stand Against the Night. 
 

When men have lost all reason and evil seems to win, 

Then compromise is treason and silence is a sin. 

Let all who hate the darkness prepare to stand and fight. 

The children of the morning must stand against the night. 

 

When all that wisdom treasures is treated with disgrace 

And idols of damnation are set up in their place, 

When every holy symbol is fading out of sight, 

The children of the morning must stand against the night. 

 

We’ll do the work of heaven against a setting sun 

Until the final darkness when no work can be done. 

Then watching for our bridegroom with oil lamps burning bright, 

We will worship in the darkness and stand against the night. 

 

Against the final darkness no human strength can stand. 

The evil shall be shattered but not by human hand. 

The Maker of the Morning will come in holy light 

That burns in righteous anger and wrath against the night. 

 

Then comes the final morning when all will be restored. 

The shadowlands transformed by the glory of the LORD. 

When every darkened memory is washed in healing light 

Where there will be no warfare for there will be no night. 
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With Joy,  

Clay & Mary 

Closing Thoughts...  

                SOME LIGHT! Several weeks ago our local prayer gathering began to sense a 

direction in intercession that has borne real fruit. We began to pray for any 

person in the media with the slightest degree of humanity left in them to 

awaken to the evil they are protecting, that they would become pricked in 

their consciences over the manifest evil they help to generate, and that they 

would begin to find courage to report the TRUTH. We have seen small but 

increasing signs of this happening. Now, with the Gosnell trial in PA be-

coming more public, there is a great opportunity for evil to become exposed 

on a larger scale. Pray that God would revisit the people in media with the 

merciful awakening of their consciences to such a degree that they fear Him 

more than they fear man. IT IS MERCY when men become heartsick over evil. 

THE GREATEST DANGER TO AMERICA NOW IS PASSIVE INDIFFERENCE IN 

GOD’S PEOPLE TO THE EVIL AROUND US! God have mercy on us all. May 

we stay awake, keep watch, and stay ever constant in His loving presence.  


